
Postmodern Serpents_Worldview
  Genesis 3:1-5

Did God Really Say?

What is behind this question?

A Suggestion that we mistook Gods meaning in his commands?

A Suggestion that God was unclear in his commands?

A Suggestion that there is more too it than we have been told? In other words, that God is 
holding out some additional information from us, which is to malign the intention of 
God.

This base argument is a postmodern one: It deconstructs, what God has clearly said, and 
suggests a more open system of interpretation.

Proposes that Gods words are not clear, that his meaning may be interpreted more than one 
way, that our human minds (with a li!le help from the snake) can judge for ourselves what 
those words mean.

"you will not surely die" says the serpent. This is a word game. It is an anti supernatural 
argument too. It suggests that physical life and death are all that are at stake in the world. 
It proposes a physical truth, without revealing the spiritual consequences. It is a deep de-
ception

Satan says in effect "its not that bad" " you will still have life", "things are not all that 
gloomy" but something essential in us dies when we disobey Gods commands.



You will not surely die? Again, assumes only physical realty. Innocence dies. A clear Con-
science dies. Our clear picture of God dies. And our souls also die….not to mention all of 
mankind is now a slave to death, we certainly did die…a thousand deaths and more.

No, there is a real death that is beyond the physical, but is the spiritual. That argument is 
a material argument all the way. Nothing but matter…nothing of the invisible in it.
Eve succumbs to the material, 'good for food, pleasing to the eye, desirable…." a physical 
argument in a metaphysical world.

  How do we use this idea in conversations with the lost?

Words have meanings, Gods word has meaning. It is not 'flexible'. Just because meaning 
cannot be 'seen' does not mean that there is no meaning.

When God says something, we must think about all of the implications of his word, not 
just one dimensionally. As CS Lewis said, the bible is a book for grown ups and speaks in 
figures, images, pictures, abstracts. If we are too literal, or lack imagination, we should 
stick to picture books…"

We must TRUST Gods word and that he sees things  we so not see, he understands the 
world in ways that we don not, because he created it. Ravi Z said " if you give truth to 
someone who loves it not, you will only multiply their reasons for disbelief"

God has an understanding of the invisible, the consequences that Eve could never have 
grasped, and by trying to play on that field, she was destroyed. Consider an amateur 
huntsmen, being dropped into a firefight with mercenaries and armed Marines…he may 
get in a few marks if he is very accomplished, but he is simply untrained and unprepared 
to survive in that world, it is beyond him. So it is with the world of sin. It is beyond us 
and we are outmatched and outgunned. We can only be destroyed.

He understands the adversary better than we do and holding to his words, clinging to his 
words is our best defense against an adversary whose entire system is built on carefully 
crafted lies, word games, misdirection and promises that he cannot possibly keep



Have you ever misunderstood direction given by another? For a test, for how to get 
somewhere? Did that misunderstanding have consequences?

Did your lack of understanding change the rules of the game? Alter the consequences for 
the misunderstanding? No.
The fact that something may be obscured by language or misunderstanding, does not 
make it untrue, or change the consequences of what happens if you fail to follow direc-
tion carefully. We cannot ignore the reality of Gods spoken word if we do not understand 
it and assume we will get to the proper destination.

God deals first with the falsehood: "Who told you that you were naked?" Where did you 
get that understanding?

Remember, it is not knowledge that God was limiting, but innocence 
he was protecting. Knowing the differnece between good and evil 
was never supposed to happen to mankind.

Knowledge is not being denied, God is not holding out on us, he is trying to protect our 
innocence. He understands that once we open certain doors, we can never close them 
again. Our relationship to him and to evil is permanently changed.

This is the argument for purity, for holiness, for obedience.

 Vulnerability:

What does the serpent count on?

That our curiosity will be more powerful than Gods command

That our desires can be manipulated to control our rational choices

That we will accept even shame if it gets us something that we really want!



That once we see 'how things really are' we will remove ourselves from Gods presence

In the end, Eve does not lose her rational faculties; When she is questioned after the fact, 
she is able to say "The serpent deceived me so I ate"

She knows what happened to her, and can see it in retrospect. The blindness is tempo-
rary. The Presence of God can remove it, an a proper question can reveal it.

Our job is to learn to ask proper questions, to expose the deception, to allow people 
to say with Eve " I was deceived, won't you please cover my nakedness"?


